Level 6 Values Worksheet Instructions
Oxford Discover encourages young learners to look
at big questions, think critically, and communicate
effectively. The Oxford Discover Values Worksheets
connect content from the course with personal
and social development topics. Teaching values
increases children’s awareness of good behavior and
helps them to understand how their behavior and
attitudes affect others. These worksheets are meant
to be used after the students have completed each
two-unit Big Question section. The activities use
language and concepts from each section.

Values Worksheet 1: Be Prepared
A 	Remind students that they read about people

who built a bridge over a river in order to
learn about people from the other side in
The Earthworm and The Spider, pages 10–11.
In this activity, students look at the picture.
Then they read each sentence and the answer
choices. Lastly, Students circle the word or
words that best complete each sentence.

conversation. Then they write four new
sentences to continue the conversation.
Lastly, students can act out their dialogues
with a partner.
Answer Key:
Answers will vary.

Values Worksheet 3: Practice to
Get Better
A 	Remind students that they read about people

who use masks in sports and performances
in Uncovering Masks, pages 5–59. In this
activity, students look at the picture. Then
they read each sentence and write the word
that best completes each sentence. Students
read their completed dialogue with a partner.
Answer Key:
dancer

Answer Key:

been

1. going to be

disguises

2. knew

practice

3. be studying

important

4. will be waking

enthusiasm

B 	Students think about how they prepare for

their own exams and write their ideas in a
paragraph. Then they can share their answers
with a partner.

B 	Students think about a sport or activity they

do often. Then they write a paragraph about
this activity and how often they practice to
improve.

Answer Key:

Answer Key:

Answers will vary.

Answers will vary.

Values Worksheet 2: Respect Nature
A 	Remind students that they read about Pliny

sailing toward the volcano in The Secret
of Vesuvius, pages 38–39. In this activity,
students look at a picture that shows the
aftermath of an earthquake. Then they read
the word choices and the sentences. Students
choose the correct word to fill in each blank.
Answer Key:
1. crust
2. collide
3. geologist
4. debris
5. gradually
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Values Worksheet 4: Work Hard to Solve
Problems
A 	Remind students that they read about Lia’s

search for the most beautiful example of
symmetry in Snowflake Lia, pages 80–81.
In this activity, students look at a picture
of a science experiment. Then they read
each sentence and circle the word that best
completes the sentence.
Answer Key:
1. which
2. minute (meaning small, not time)
3. panics
4. triumphantly
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B 	Students read the beginning of a

conversation. Then they write four new
sentences to continue the conversation.
Lastly, students can act out their dialogues
with a partner.
Answer Key:
Answers will vary.

Values Worksheet 5: Respect Other
People’s Property
A 	Remind students that they read the Grammar
in Use comic strip about about stealing
cookies on page 103. In this activity, students
look at the picture and read the words in the
box. Then Students read each sentence and
write the correct word on the line.

Values Worksheet 7: Have a Positive
Attitude
A 	Remind students that they read poems that

use birds to represent feelings of happiness
in The Poetry of Birds, pages 134–135. In
this activity, students look at a picture of a
mother and a daughter baking cookies. Then
they read each sentence and circle the words
that best complete each sentence.
Answer Key:
1. have been
2. will be relaxing
3. clumsy
4. comical

B 	Students read the beginning of a

2. gesturing

conversation. Then they write four new
sentences to continue the conversation.
Lastly, students can act out their dialogues
with a partner.

3. invaluable

Answer Key:

4. however

Answers will vary.

Answer Key:
1. brand new

5. conceal

B 	Students think about a time when they

helped someone recover a lost item. Then
they write a paragraph about this experience.
Answer Key:
Answers will vary.

Values Worksheet 6: Be Clean and
Organized
A 	Remind students that they read about Amelia
keeping the house clean and organized in A
Housemaid’s Diary, pages 120–121. In this
activity, students look at the picture. Then
they read each sentence and write the word
that best completes each sentence. Students
read their completed dialogue with a partner.
Answer Key:

Values Worksheet 8: Overcome
Your Fears
A 	Remind students that they read about Aroon

overcoming his fears in Gripped by Fear,
pages 162–163. In this activity, students look
at the picture. Then they read each sentence
and write the word that best completes each
sentence. Students read their completed
dialogue with a partner.
Answer Key:
speaking
shaking
rehearse
tame / overcome

B 	Students read the beginning of a

3. yourself

conversation. Then they write four new
sentences to continue the conversation.
Lastly, students can act out their dialogues
with a partner.

4. sweep

Answer Key:

5. dustpan

Answers will vary.

1. clean
2. housekeeper

B 	Students think about how they help their

family keep their home clean and organized.
Then they write a paragraph to explain their
thinking. Lastly, students can share their
answers with a partner.
Answer Key:
Answers will vary.
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Values Worksheet 9: Be Honest
A 	Remind students that they listened to the

story about Ahmed lying about the Lynx on
page 178. In this activity, students look at the
picture and read the words in the box. Then
Students read the sentences and write the
correct word on the blank line.
Answer Key:
1. confided
2. impulse
3. recounted
4. careless
5. dedicated

B 	Students think about a time when they had

to tell the truth, even if it was difficult. Then
they share their answers with a partner.
Answer Key:
Answers will vary.
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